
October , 1955

Internal Memorandum

New York Bank Archives

Miss Dillistin turned up a file (#0. 1^0•lO) which sheds more light on

the matter of the archives vault of the Mew lork Federal Reserve Bank* The file

begins rath a XKEXXS piece of office correspondence dated January 28, 1926 from

Mr. L. B* Rounds to Miss M. Parker, then head of files* This memorandum says,

"Governor Strong has requested that a review be made of all the data, reports,

files, etc* -which are of permanent value. This would include (l) such records as

minutes of all kinds of meetings, conferences, and so forth; reports of all kinds

relating to the activities of this Bank or the Federal Reserve System, or vhich

'would be of interest from a banking standpoint} (2) such prepared matter as

Federal Reserve Bulletins, Monthly Reviews, Weekly Business Summary, weekly press

statements, weekly reports of the Federal Reserve Board and other similar material}

(3) all important correspondence viilch bears upon policies of the Federal Reserve

System, of this Bank, and other correspondence vhich would be of value or interest.11

Mr. Rounds goes on to say that much of this material has been collected

and bound and is variously stored. * wIt is desired that a survey be made of all

this material with a view to (1^ deciding what is of permanent value, (2) having

it properly bound if this has not already been done, and (3) deciding on a place

for its custody."

A committee was named to consist of Miss Parker as chairman with Miss

Burnett and Mr. Hudson as the other members* "And we request that you proceed at

once to make a survey with a view to bringing about the desired results• It is

suggested that the first step be to prepare a list of ell the material which, in

the judgement of your committee, should be put in the permanent files for the

purposes named} second, that you determine where all of this material is now

located and how many copies are in existence} and third, that so far as possible
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it be brought together in the Book Vault at the western end of the ninth floor."

At an unnamed later date Kiss Burnett sent a memorandum to Mr* Rounds

enclosing three lists of records -which she called of historical value, end which

she felt should be kept included among those kept in the vault. The;;first list

was of reports issued \sy this Bank; the second of those emanating from Washington -

this includes copies of the original certificates and so forth relating to the

organization of the Bank} the third list is miscellaneous, but includes various

Annual Reports, state banking lavs and Treasury Department circulars*

Woric continued on this matter for a year. On Januaiy 12, 1927, under

the heading "Permanent Records," Miss Parker reports that "quite good headway

has been made* There are now in the vault about 200 volumes« These include some

records we had already had bound, such as the proceedings of both Governors1 and

Agents1 Conferences, the reports of both Board and *ank, the bulletins, circulars,

and so forth .. + •

•Many statements of which we had complete files have been bound, and

those which were incomplete we completed. I attach a list covering most of the

titles. Many of these are through 1925 only, but naturally they will be taken

care of annually.

'The selection of letters for copying and binding, that has been a

much more difficult task. I have gone through all the Xgffffggffjgffi correspondence

files on the subjects of rates and acceptances. I am working now on commercial

paper. The stenographic department is keeping up with me on the copying.

11 wish I might feel that I had absorbed more clearly in my own mind

the Governor1 s idea in having this correspondence copied. I could have worked more

intelligently had I known just what he wanted.11

This activity was reported to Governor Strong by Mr. Sailer. The

whole episode shows the basis for the archives collection and suggests that Mr.
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Sproul might want to appoint a committee to go over that collection to see where

it vas kept up and whether it includes, or satisfies, (as of 1955) the criteria

set up in 1925* The episode pre-dates by 30 years the attempt of this Committee

to answer the question, what kind of mateiial do you want? It was exactly that

question which was facing Miss Parker, and it was undoubtedly that question

which was in Mr. Strongfs mind when in January of 1926 he was already thinking

that he wanted to make certain that a record of the work done would be preserved.
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